
DROP DROP ambient lighting creates optimal acoustic 
conditions and atmospheric lighting. Modern interior 
design places an increasing emphasis on producti-
vity, influenced by factors including the amount 
of light and noise in the space. This elegant, sound-
-absorbing lighting fits functionally into the relaxation 
zones of office spaces and living rooms alike.
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TECHNICAL  
DETAILS

*  More detailed acoustic measurement results on request.
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The final product configuration may differ from the versions shown in the photographs.  
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design

basic dimensions  
(w × h × d)

fabric finish

supply voltage

light source power

chromaticity temperature

suspension system

type of anchoring 

certification

Studio Olgoj Chorchoj

270 × 475 × 270 mm /  
10.6 × 18.7 × 10.6 in

see fabric samples AMBIENT and PULSE

230 V, 60 Hz

5 W

4200 K

textile cable with canopy at the ceiling

canopy anchored to the ceiling 
structure
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